Irregular Past Tense

A. What's the past tense . . . . . ?

Begin _________ Ring _________
Drink _________ Sink _________
Sing _________ Swim _________

B. Write a sentence using each verb (*listed above*) in the past tense.

Ex. The *Titanic* sank in the ocean.

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

C. Answer the questions using the verbs (*listed above*) in the past tense.

1. Where did you swim last week?
2. What did you drink for breakfast?
3. What time did school begin?
4. When did the telephone ring?
5. Why did the rock sink to the bottom of a bucket of water?
6. How did Michael Jackson sing when he was a young boy?
D Use the underlined information in each statement to make an information question. Use the past tense (*did*).

Ex. Bob swam fast.

**How did Bob swim?**

1. My mom sang like a bird.

2. The telephone rang **when I was in the bathtub**.

3. The Titanic sank **in the ocean**.

4. We drank coffee for breakfast.

5. The class began **at 8:00 a.m.**

6. Tom swam fast.